Request for Information (RFI) on Public and Private Sector Uses of Biometric Technologies: Responses

DISCLAIMER: Please note that the RFI public responses received and posted do not represent the views or opinions of the U.S. Government, the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), or any other Federal agencies or government entities. We bear no responsibility for the accuracy, legality, or content of these responses and the external links included in this document. Additionally, OSTP requested that submissions be limited to 10 pages or less. For submissions that exceeded that length, the posted responses include the components of the response that began before the 10-page limit.
RFI Response: Biometric Technologies
I am Joy Mack. I am responding to your Request as a citizen; member of the public. 01/15/2022

1. I desire to share my experience, my suffering; about the nefarious use of artificial intelligence, biometric, Facial Recognition Technologies (herein after FRT), and other technology type systems.

2. I am a victim of extra judicial punishment; on a type of black list Watch List and Kill List.

   {I inadvertently exposed misconduct at the [redacted] County Courthouse. A ruse or scheme that they do all the time did not go as planned. To shield the misconduct; and to keep the public from knowledge of how they operate; I have been placed in a retaliatory take down program, of trauma based conditioning, discrediting and stigma.}

3. Because I am being denied information, hearings; due process rights; for the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendment violations directed against me - in these clandestine operations; it is from this perspective that I hope your office can best served the public.

4. Although my limited statement reference a fraction of what is happening to me; millions of unwitting Americans throughout the United States endure the same suffering.

5. My personal experience is that the Biometric Technologies are weaponized and used as systems of oppression. In fact; that is why it is so difficult to guard or protect against it.

6. Hitler and his Collaborators used types of systems without today’s technology; and destroyed the lives of millions in the process.

7. The basis, studies of algorithms technologies should be exposed as Systems of Surveillance even if not specifically used in law enforcement.

8. Through the use of artificial Intelligence / biometric technologies; I suffer continuing and ongoing harassment, retaliation and surveillance. These clandestine system of operations / technologies;
has created a platform which encourages emotional, financial, physical devastation without ever touching the person.

9. The Office of Science and Technology should first look within the federal, state, and local agencies for abuse and misuse.

10. The government’s collection of personal information about the everyday John or Jane Doe; allows ‘it’ to know more about the person than they know about themselves?

11. Further; these agencies weaponized my personal information; place people like me into their research apparatus to test their technologies without my knowledge or consent, and without exposing the suffering it cause.

12. At this writing; when I think of things like the use of google maps; that is good. Yes, there are others. But; it is difficult for me to think of positive application on my life; because of the continuing and ongoing warfare directed against me in the use these technologies.

**MY VIEW: (as to what has happened to me)**

13. The algorithm systems is a connection to or a tie into the drag net collection of personal data, metadata etc.; weaponized with intent to assault the psyche, frustrate, cause fear, intimidate, ridicule, control behaviors chill speech.

14. Algorithms systems are capable and intended to neutralize the population. Algorithms set up triggers and people exposed to these triggers are clueless the triggers exist. They can incite to cause harm to others or even to themselves.

15. Back in the 1990’s; the Miami Dade County was experiencing high rate of assaults and other crimes against tourist. What they found was that the rental vehicles had a certain numbering system on the Vehicle Plate which made tourist easy targets. Upon information and belief; the State of Florida / Miami Dade County/ changed this system of identifying rental vehicles so to assist to make tourist safe.
16. Well for the years of my surveillance; a similar type system is being used to punish me. I hear similar complaints from others throughout the United States.

17. I have noticed a numbering pattern to the vehicles that track and harass me no matter where I am on this earth;

18. I notice the computer internet pass when I go to the public libraries. The only way this can take place is with algorithms which will be implemented and used to track every person in the United States.

19. Algorithms used in these clandestine operations strips people of Fundamental Rights and thereby denies rights people don’t even know are affected.

20. Algorithms Systems force arbitrary capricious applications, creates discriminatory intent, invades privacy, can be and is being used as a system of extra judicial punishment including psychological warfare and can and will be used to ostracize (blacklist) others; further it creates a bigger divide in a nation which boast diversity.

21. Even with an alleged Bill Of Rights; there is no check list or process with the authority to stop it/shut down systemic use.

22. A person cannot attribute what is happening to them via algorithms. In fact; in Congressional Hearings held within the past two years; the Federal Bureau Of Investigations alleged that safeguards are in place and alleged these systems are not being abused. That’s untrue.

23. Of course you would not recognize what is happening to me. You are not familiar with the people I know. In fact when the nefarious use of FRT first started happening to me years ago; I was flabbergasted.

24. I would be at some location and here comes a person who looks like someone I know or someone in my family. But these situations were intended and presented as orchestrations to cause fear, intimidate, ridicule, control my behavior, and chill my speech.
25. It was not until years and years later that I became aware of the technology and I then realized how they were abusing FRT. Such use is shocking, unconsciousable and the idea to use the technology in this manner against people is beyond the imagination; of any person who respects the rights of others. There should be penalties for nefarious use of technologies.

26. I created a website placing a ‘few’ of the pictures that I could retrieve; in my effort to show algorithm systems / Facial Recognition Technology being used against me.

I only show one or two instances in my website but the pattern of conduct directed against me and the system of algorithms used is what gives it – its power and thus make it debilitating. These patterns of conduct are continuing and ongoing.

See my Gallery in: [Image Link]

27. And if a person make any effort to complain on the nefarious use of Facial Recognition Technology; they risk being called delusional, placed in handcuffs and taken away. This is the evil side of the FRT that has not been exposed and no one is talking about.

28. Back in the 1990’s; the Miami Dade County was experiencing high rate of assaults and other crimes against tourist. What they found was that the rental vehicles had a certain numbering system on the Vehicle Plate which made tourist easy targets and upon information and belief; the State of Florida / Miami Dade County/ changed this system of identifying rental vehicles.

29. Well for all the years and years of surveillance; a similar type system is being used to punish me. Numbers unique to my life has been weaponized and replayed over and over and over in my daily liberties.

30. There is no system in place for redress of these technologies. I would be amazed to see efforts to address such issues which will include federal, state, and local agencies.
31. It is my hope that in you efforts to find alleged iterative safeguards against anticipated and unanticipated misuse or harms; I pray that you will consider First, Fourth, Fifth, and Fourteenth Amendment Constitutional and privacy rights provisions in your efforts.
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